
accomplice
cumulative punishment and 119

action see case; claim
Adams, John 6
adjudication 

Criminal Offences Violating 
Intellectual Property Rights, 
Supreme Court Notice on xv

Function of, Supreme Court Notice 
on xv 

quality, improving, judicial protection
and xvi

see also arbitration; mediation
administration 

authority of, judicial organ and, poor 
coordination between 113–14 

decision of, judicial review of 13, 18
penalties see fines
regulations, technology import 

contract and 185
technology import contract and 

186–7 
see also administrative enforcement

Administrative Authority for Industry
and Commerce 

application to in accordance with 
Anti-Unfair Competition Law 
159–60 

criminal charges against infringer, 
filing 160–61 

administrative enforcement
fight against piracy and 4–5, 85–9, 

105–6  
system drawbacks 96–100 
system strengths 94–6 
trademark infringement, pursuing 

claim for 90–94 
WTO entry impact on 100–105 

poor, enforcement problem 108–11 
see also administration; enforcemen

Africa
economics and 74

national knowledge optimization and 
82

traditional knowledge protection and 
178

WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 
Doha and 202, 206

see also South Africa 
AIC (Administration for Industry and

Commerce)  
administrative enforcement system 

and 96, 97, 98, 102 
contacting 91–2 
powers 92–3 
trademark infringement claim and 90,

94
weak criminal protection and 113
see also SAIC

America see USA
Anti-Unfair Competition Law    

application to Administrative 
Authority for Industry and 
Commerce in accordance with
159–60 

compensation for infringement in 
accordance with 157–9   

know-how protection and 153, 154, 
167, 169

TRIPS compliance and 19, 24
see also legislation

applicable law see legislation
arbitration

labour disputes 157, 158
see also adjudication; mediation

Arbitration Committee for Labour
Disputes 156, 157, 158, 171

assignment  
trademarks and 47–8 

Australia
traditional knowledge protection and 

175, 182
author

rights, to disseminate work 127
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authority 
administrative, judicial organ and, 

poor coordination between 
113–14 

administrative action, of 95
awards 

national knowledge optimization and 
83

Belgium
trade relations with China 212–14 
see also EU

Bell, Mr Justice 150
Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works 
copyright and, European substantive 

law issues and TRIPS 30–32, 
37, 38, 39 

TRIPS compliance and 21, 22, 23, 
67, 68

WTO entry impact on administrative 
enforcement system and 
100

Bhagwati, Jagdish 210
border measures 

enforcement and 26
see also Measures

Boyle, James 197–8 
breach of contract

infringer’s liability for, confidence 
agreement and 156 

see also contract
burden of proof

heavy 111–12 
Butler-Sloss, Lord Justice 150

Canada
WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 

Doha and 203
case

all types of, acceptance and trial of 
x–xi 

civil, centralization of jurisdiction of 
xii

criminal see criminal case
judicial protection and x–xi 
patents infringement, Provisions on 

Several Issues in the Trial of 
Cases of Dispute over 190 

trial of, Memorandum of Certain 
National Courts’ Working 
Conference on 165

see also claim; dispute; litigation
China

economics and 74
national knowledge optimization and 

78
trade relations with Belgium

212–14 
traditional knowledge and poor

countries’ IP protection and 
182–3 

WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 
Doha and 203

civil jurisdiction
centralization of, judicial protection 

and xii
see also jurisdiction

Civil Procedure Law  
copyright and trademark protection in

cyberspace and 133, 134
enforcement and 114
jurisdiction of civil cases, 

centralization of xii
know-how protection and 162, 163, 

165
TRIPS compliance and 12, 14–15 
see also legislation

civil proceedings
disputes involving domain names

133
inefficient 111–12 
provisional measures application, 

judicial protection and xiii–xiv 
see also trial

civil remedies 
jurisdiction hierarchy with criminal 

penalties 164–6 
preventing further damage to trade 

secrets 161–4 
see also damages; provisional 

measures; remedies
claim

trademark infringement 90–94 
see also case; litigation

coalition building 
national knowledge optimization and 

81
Cohly, Hari Har P. 177
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compensation
infringement, for, in accordance with 

Anti-Unfair Competition Law 
157–9 

insufficient 112
see also damages; remedies

competition see non-competition 
compilations of data (Art 10 TRIPS)  

copyright and 21, 34–5 
copyright updating and 33–4 

Complaint Acceptance Unit 122
compulsory licensing

copyright 23
patents 13–14 
see also licensing

computer programs (Art 10 TRIPS)
copyright and 21, 34–5 
copyright updating and 33

confidentiality
employee’s duty in respect of trade 

secrets 170–71 
non-competition and 6–7 

confidentiality agreement
know-how protection and 141–2, 152 

contracts in restraint of trade 
143–6, 151–2  

employer/employee covenant 146
infringer’s liability for breach of 

contract and 156
know-how and trade secrets 

146–51 
contract

employment, application to Local 
Arbitration Committee for 
Labour Disputes on ground 
of 157 

in restraint of trade 143–6, 151–2  
technology, Memorandum of 

Nationwide Court Working 
Conference of Intellectual 
Property Trial on Several 
Issues Concerning the Hearing 
of 154

see also breach of contract; 
technology import contract

Conventions see Berne Convention for
the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works; International
Convention for the Protection of
New Varieties of Plants; Paris

Convention; Rome Convention;
UPOV

cooperation
national knowledge optimization and 

81
coordination

poor 108–9, 113–14  
copyright 

Chinese IP law consistency with 
TRIPS 20–24 

cyberspace, protection of 6, 125–32, 
137 

infringement, network service 
provider’s liability for 

129–32 
European substantive law issues and 

TRIPS 30–39 
piracy, criminal law and 26–7 
see also IP

Copyright Law  
administrative enforcement system 

and 85, 100, 101, 103, 104
copyright and trademark protection in

cyberspace and 125, 127, 128, 
131

enforcement and 110, 119, 120, 
121

know-how protection and 163
TRIPS compliance and 11, 20, 21, 

22, 23
see also legislation

cost-effectiveness 
administrative enforcement system 

strength 94  
costs 

administrative enforcement system 
drawback 96–7 

enforcement, problem 110–11 
courts

acceptance and trial of all types of 
IPR cases x–xi 

jurisdiction of civil cases, 
centralization of xii

trial organization improved xii
see also ECJ; judicial interpretation; 

judicial protection; jurisdiction;
Supreme Court        

covenant
employer/employee 146
see also relations
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criminal case
high profile, supervision mechanism 

and, judicial protection xv
judicial interpretation and xi, xvi, 

117–19, 169
Phonograms and Videos in, Reply on 

Relevant Issues regarding the 
Handling of xvi

theft, trial 168
unreasonable determination method 

for recording 114
see also case

criminal charge 
infringer, against, enabling 

Administrative Authority for 
Industry and Commerce to file 
160–61 

Criminal Law  
administrative enforcement system 

and 104
enforcement and 114, 117
know-how protection and 153, 160
trade secrets and 154, 167, 168, 169, 

170 
TRIPS compliance and 26–7
see also legislation

criminal penalties 
jurisdiction hierarchy with civil 

remedies 164–6 
protecting trade secrets 166–7 
see also criminal punishment; fines

criminal procedure  
enforcement and 26–7
prosecution, WTO entry impact on 

administrative enforcement 
system 104–5 

see also trial
criminal protection

judicial standards to improve 116–19 
weak 113–14 

criminal punishment
few infringers receive 113
strengthening, judicial protection and 

xv
see also criminal penalties; 

cumulative punishment; fines
CSIR (Commission of Science and

Industry Research) (India) 177
CSIR (Committee of Industry and

Science Research) (South Africa)
181–2 

culture
administrative enforcement system 

strength 95–6
maximalist rights, TRIPS patent 

regime after Doha and 
197–8 

cumulative punishment 
accomplice and 119
see also criminal punishment

cyberspace
copyright protection in 6, 125–32, 

137
trademark protection in 6, 125,

132–7 

damage
further, to trade secrets, civil 

remedies preventing 161–4 
see also loss

damages
patents 15–16 
trademarks 19 
see also compensation; enforcement; 

remedies
Das, Suman K. 177
data, compilations of see compilations of

data
decision, administrative see

administration, decision of
definitions 

clearly know 118
contract in restraint of trade 143
for the purpose of making profit

118
geographical indicators 19–20 
identical work 118
illegal amount of sales 117
illegal business volume 117
know-how 141
know-how characteristics and, trade 

secret as important component 
154–5 

network copyright infringement 
118–19 

protectable subject matter 41
rights conferred 43–4 
‘serious loss’, ambiguity regarding 

167–9 
trademark 16
trademarks and 41–5 
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use of marks 118
without authorization of copyright 

owner 118
see also judicial interpretation

delay
local protectionism and 97–8 

Directives
Database (96/9/EC) 35
Rental Right and Lending Right and 

on certain Rights Related to 
Copyright in the Field of 
Intellectual Property 
(92/100/EEC) 36

Software (91/250/EEC) 33
Trade Mark 42
see also EU; legislation

dispute
copyright, trial of 23, 27, 126, 127, 

129
domain name, trial of 132, 133, 134, 

136
labour, arbitration of 157, 158 
new varieties of plants, hearing of 

25
patent infringement, Provisions on 

Several Issues in the Trial of 
Cases of 190 

technology contract, Memorandum of
Nationwide Court Working 
Conference of Intellectual 
Property Trial on Several 
Issues Concerning the Hearing 
of 154

trademark, trial of 132, 136, 137
see also case

dispute resolution see adjudication;
arbitration; mediation

distinctiveness 
acquired through use, trademarks and

18
domain names

trademark protection in cyberspace 
and 133–5 

see also trademarks
duties

employee, of confidence in respect of
trade secrets 170–71 

ECJ (European Court of Justice) 43
see also courts; EU

economics
international IP and TRIPS and 73–5 
IPR importance for 1, 7–8 

education
national knowledge optimization and 

82
employee

duty of confidence in respect of trade
secrets 170–71 

employer covenant 146
employment

contract of, application to Local 
Arbitration Committee for 
Labour Disputes on ground 
of 157 

relationship see enterprise, 
employment relationship and

enforcement
border measures 26
copyright 23–4 
criminal procedures 26–7 
developments 1–2, 107–8, 115–24   
future agenda 219–22  
inconsistent 99–100 
Layout Designs of Integrated 

Circuits, Regulation on the 
Protection of (2001) 24

new varieties of plants 25
undisclosed information 24–5 
problems 5, 107–15, 124 
public, in Chinese legal system 96
see also administrative enforcement; 

damages
England and Wales see UK
enterprise

employment relationship and 153, 
155–6, 174  

civil remedies 161–4 
criminal penalties 166–7 
employee’s duty of confidence in 

respect of trade secrets 
170–71 

infringement 159–60
infringer 156–9, 160–61 
jurisdiction hierarchy for civil and

criminal remedies 164–6
know-how definition and 

characteristics, trade secret 
as important component 
154–5 
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enterprise (cont.)
labour dispute arbitration 157
non-competition agreement/ 

promise, legislation  171–4 
‘serious loss’ 167–70 

EPO (European Patent Office) 213
see also EU

equality 
protection of Chinese and foreign 

parties, judicial protection and 
xiii 

EU (European Union)
substantive law issues 29–30, 61 

copyright 30–39 
patents 48–55 
related rights 39–41 
trademarks 41–8

WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 
Doha and 202, 203, 206

see also Belgium; Directives; ECJ; 
EPO; UK

exceptions
copyright, term of protection 37
patents 51–2 
trademarks 45

FDI (foreign direct investment) 
economics and 73–4, 75
enforcement and 68
national knowledge optimization and 

76, 78, 79, 82, 83
WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 

Doha and 207–8 
fees 

trademark infringement claim, for 
93–4 

Financial Times 210
fines

level of, WTO entry impact on 
administrative enforcement 
system 102–3 

non-deterrent 110
see also criminal penalties; criminal 

punishment

Gadbaw, R. Michael 196–7 
GAO (Government Accountability

Office) (USA) 107
General Administration of Customs 89,

115, 116

General Administration of Quality
Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine 19

geographical indications 
trademarks and 19–20  
traditional knowledge protection and 

175–6 
Gervais, Daniel 4
Goulding, Mr Justice 149
Greene, Lord 147–8 
Griliches, Zvi 213
guarantee

licensor’s, technology import contract
and 188–9 

Hailing Shan 6–7, 221
Heald, Paul J. 79–80 
Hoen, Ellen ’t 206

idea-exception dichotomy
TRIPS link with Berne Convention 

and 32
imports see parallel imports; technology

import contract
improvements, technical see technical

improvements
India

traditional knowledge protection and 
177

WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 
Doha and 203

information
undisclosed, enforcement and 24–5 
see also confidentiality

infringement 
copyright, network service provider’s

liability for 129–32 
domain names, courts identifying 

alleged registration and use 
constituting 134–5 

know-how protection and 
157–60 

trademark, pursuing claim for 
90–94 

infringer
few receiving criminal punishment 

113
know-how protection and 156–9, 

160–61 
injunctions see provisional measures
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institutions
capacity building, national 

knowledge optimization and 82
intellectual property see IP
intellectual property rights see IPR
International Convention for the

Protection of New Varieties of
Plants 25

international IP
TRIPS and 65–6, 73–5, 84 
see also IP; national knowledge; 

traditional knowledge
international IPR

conflict between industrialized and 
developing countries 
195–7  

system reform, WTO compliance and
214–16 

see also IPR
Internet see cyberspace
interpretation see judicial interpretation
IP (intellectual property)

Chinese system 100–101 
see also copyright; design; 

international IP; patents; 
trademarks

IPR (intellectual property rights)
criminal protection, judicial standards

to improve 116–19 
existing, traditional knowledge and 

poor countries’ IP protection 
181–2 

judicial protection see judicial 
protection

see also international IPR; rights

Japan
enforcement and 69
national knowledge optimization and 

75
WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 

Doha and 202
Jianming, H.C.Cao 1–2 
Jingzhou Tao 5, 220
Journal of Economic Literature 213
judicial interpretation 

copyright disputes, trials 23, 27, 126, 
127, 129

criminal cases and xi, xvi, 117–19, 
169

domain names civil disputes, trials 
132, 133, 134, 136

new varieties of plants, hearing of 
disputes over 25

strengthening, judicial protection and 
xv–xvi  

technology import contract and xvi, 
185  

theft cases, trials 168
trademark infringement and 

preservation of evidence before
trial 19, 23

trademarks civil disputes, trials 132, 
136, 137

see also courts; definitions; 
legislation; Supreme Court

judicial organ
administrative authority and, poor 

coordination between 
113–14 

judicial protection
general review ix–xii, xviii 
main measures xiii–xvii 
prospects for xvii
trademarks in cyberspace, identifying

infringement from alleged 
registration and use of domain 
names 134–5 

WTO compliance and 212, 216
Belgian–Chinese trade relations 

212–14 
international system reform 

214–16 
judicial review

administrative decisions 13, 18
WTO entry impact on administrative 

enforcement system 101  
see also enforcement; remedies

judicial training
strengthening, judicial protection and 

xvi
jurisdiction

civil, centralization of, judicial 
protection and xii

copyright protection in cyberspace 
126–7 

hierarchy for civil and criminal 
remedies 164–6

trademark protection in cyberspace 
133–4 
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know-how  
confidentiality agreements and non-

competition clauses and 141–2,
152 

contracts in restraint of trade 
143–6, 151–2  

employer/employee covenants 146
know-how and trade secrets 

146–51 
enterprises and employment 

relationships and 153, 155–6, 
174  

civil remedies 161–4 
criminal penalties 166–7 
employee’s duty of confidence in 

respect of trade secrets 
170–71 

infringement 159–60 
infringer 156–9, 160–61 
jurisdiction hierarchy for civil and

criminal remedies 164–6
know-how definition and 

characteristics, trade secret 
as important component 
154–5 

labour dispute arbitration 157 
non-competition agreement/ 

promise, legislation  171–4 
‘serious loss’ 167–70 

knowledge see national knowledge;
traditional knowledge

Korea
WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 

Doha and 203

labour 
dispute arbitration 157, 158

Lanye, Zhu 7
Lebo, M. 178
legislation

Company Law 172, 173
Consumer Protection Law 19
Contract Law 154, 156, 185, 187, 

189
Criminal Procedure Law 165
Digital Millennium Copyright Act 

(DCMA) (USA) 121, 126
Foreign Trade Law 185
General Principles of Civil Law 129, 

130

know-how protection and 153, 171–4 
Labour Law 153, 157, 170, 171
Partnership Law 172, 173
Sole Proprietorship Law 172, 173
technology import contract and 

184–5, 187–8 
Trade Law (USA) 197
see also Anti-Unfair Competition 

Law; Civil Procedure Law; 
Copyright Law; Criminal Law;
Directives; judicial 
interpretation; Measures; 
Notices; Patent Law; 
Regulations; Rules; Supreme 
Court; Trademark Law

liability
breach of contract, for, confidence 

agreement and 156 
infringement, for, compensation in 

accordance with Anti-Unfair 
Competition Law 157–9 

network service provider’s, for 
copyright infringement 129–32 

licensing
trademarks and 47–8 
see also compulsory licensing

licensor
guarantee of, technology import 

contract and 188–9 
limitations  

copyright, term of protection 37
reprinting of works 127–8 
sales and parallel imports, technology

import contract 190–91 
trademarks 45

litigation 
regime improvement, judicial 

protection and xv–xvi 
see also case; claim

Local Arbitration Committee for Labour
Disputes 157

local protectionism
delays and 97–8 
enforcement problem 109–10 

loss
serious 167–70 
see also damage

Macnaghten, Lord 144 
Marika, Bunduk 182
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marketing
FDI, national knowledge 

optimization and 83
Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the

World Trade Organization (1994)
29

Maskus, Keith 74
Measures

Administrative, on Internet Copyright
Protection 119–21 

Compulsory Licensing of Patents 13
Compulsory Licensing of Patents 

Involving Public Health 13
Implementing, of Trademark Law 

17
Protection of Intellectual Property 

Rights during Exhibitions 121–3
see also border measures; legislation;

provisional measures
mediation

emphasis on for timely dispute 
resolution, judicial protection 
and xiv–xv 

see also adjudication; arbitration
Megarry, Sir Robert 148
Miller, Loren 177
Ministry of Agriculture 25
Ministry of Commerce 188, 189, 190
Ministry of Labour and Social Security

171, 172
Moerman, Fientje 8 
MOFTEC (Ministry of Foreign Trade

and Economic Cooperation)
184–5 

moral rights
TRIPS link with Berne Convention 

and 31–2 
see also rights

morality
patentable subject matter and 50

MSF (Doctors Without Borders) 206

national knowledge 
international IP and TRIPS and 

75–83 
see also traditional knowledge

national treatment
TRIPS and 30
WTO entry impact on administrative 

enforcement system 102

NCA (National Copyright 
Administration) 89, 108, 120

Neil, Lord Justice 149
network service provider

liability for copyright infringement 
129–32 

non-competition 
confidentiality and 6–7 

non-competition clause
know-how protection and 141–2, 152 

contracts in restraint of trade 
143–6, 151–2  

employer/employee covenants 146
enterprises and employment 

relationships, legislation 
171–4 

know-how and trade secrets 
146–51 

legislation  171–4 
Norway

WTO–TRIPS patent regime after 
Doha and 203

Notices 
Protection of the Intellectual Property

Achieved from Key National
Scientific and Technological
Research Projects 173, 174

see also legislation; Supreme Court

obligations see duties
ordre public

patentable subject matter and 50
ownership 

technical improvements, technical 
import contract and 189–90  

see also right holder

parallel imports 
sales and, limitation on, technology 

import contract 190–91 
Paris Convention for the Protection of 

Industrial Property 
administrative enforcement system 

and 100
IPR conflict between industrialized 

and developing countries and 
195

Patent Law 1984 (China) and 12
patents and 48
trade secrets and 141
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Paris Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property (cont.)

trademarks and 16, 17, 18–19, 41, 
44–5 

TRIPS compliance and 68, 76, 77
parties

aggrieved, remedies for, judicial 
protection and xiii

equality of protection of Chinese and 
foreign, judicial protection and
xiii

Patent Law  
administrative enforcement system 

and 85, 100, 101, 103
administrative judicial protection of 

IPR and xi
enforcement and 110
know-how protection and 163
technology import contracts and 185, 

190
trademarks and 16, 19
TRIPS compliance and 11, 12–13, 

14, 15
see also legislation

patent mining
national knowledge optimization and 

83–4 
Patent Review Committee 13
patentee

rights further expanded 13
patents 

Chinese IP law consistency with 
TRIPS and 12–16 

European substantive law issues and 
TRIPS 48–55 

TRIPS regime after Doha 210–11 
Doha declaration on TRIPS and 

public health 198–206 
industrialized and developing 

countries, conflict over 
IPR between 195–7 

maximalist rights culture 197–8 
need to rethink 207–10.

see also IP
penalties see criminal penalties;

punishment; fines
performer

rights, copyright and 22–3 
phonograms

producers of, rights, copyright and 
22–3 

videos and, in criminal cases, Reply 
on Relevant Issues regarding 
the Handling of xvi

plants
new varieties of, enforcement and 

25 
powers

AIC 92–3 
PRC see China
PREB (Patent Re-Examination Board)

87
priority right 

trademarks and 17–18 
see also rights

priority setting   
national knowledge optimization and 

81–2 
private prosecution 

regimes unfeasible 114
see also prosecution

prohibition 
certain signs being used as 

trademarks, Chinese IP law 
consistency with TRIPS 18–19 

prosecution
criminal, WTO entry impact on 

administrative enforcement 
system 104–5 

private, regime unfeasible, 
enforcement problem 114

protection see criminal protection;
judicial protection; term of 
protection   

protectionism, local see local
protectionism

provisional measures 
civil proceedings and, judicial 

protection xiii–xiv 
copyright 23
injunctions, WTO entry impact on 

administrative enforcement 
system and 103–4

patents 14–15 
trademarks 19
see also civil remedies; legislation; 

remedies
PSB (Public Security Bureau) 86, 108,

109, 113
public awareness

poor 115
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public enforcement
role in Chinese legal system 96
see also enforcement

public health
TRIPS and 69–71, 198–206  

punishment see criminal punishment; 
cumulative punishment

reasonable use 
copyright and 22
see also use

reform 
international IPR system, WTO 

compliance and 214–16 
TRIPS, suggestions for 3, 59–60, 

207–10 
regulation

non-IP adaptation, national 
knowledge optimization and 
83

reprinting of works 127–8 
Regulations

administrative, technology import 
contract and 185

Administration of Contracts of 
Technology Import 184, 185

Administration of Import and Export 
of Technologies 185, 186–7, 
188, 189, 190

Customs Protection of Intellectual 
Property 11, 26, 115–16 

Implementing, of Copyright Law 22, 
103 

Implementing, of the Law on the 
Administration of 
Pharmaceutical Products 25

Implementing, of Trademark Law 20,
91, 92, 93, 103

Intellectual Property Rights Customs 
Protection 115–16 

Prohibiting Activities Infringing 
Trade Secrets 154–5, 158–9, 
170–71  

Protection of Computer Software
21

Protection of Enterprises’ Know-how 
173

Protection of Layout Designs of 
Integrated Circuits 11, 24

Protection of New Varieties of Plants 
25

Provisional, on the Invocation of the 
Right of Priority in Trademark 
Registration 17

Shanghai, on Labour Contracts 173
Threshold of Prosecuting Economic

Crimes 168
see also legislation

related rights
European substantive law issues and 

TRIPS 39–41 
see also rights

relations
central-local 99
see also covenant; enterprise, 

employment relationship and; 
trade relations

remedies
rights holder and aggrieved party, for,

judicial protection and xiii
trademark protection in cyberspace 

136–7 
see also civil remedies; 

compensation; damages; 
judicial review; provisional 
measures

rental rights (Art 11 TRIPS) 
computer programs and 35
copyright and 20, 36
see also rights

Reply on Relevant Issues regarding the
Handling of Phonograms and
Videos in Criminal Cases 
involving Infringement of
Copyright 2005 xvi

Richards, Timothy J. 196–7 
right holder

patent use without authorization of 
53–5 

remedies for, judicial protection and 
xiii

rights
author’s, to disseminate work 127
maximalist, culture of 197–8 
moral 31–2 
patentee’s, further expanded 13
patents and 51–2 
performers and producers of 

phonograms, copyright and 
22–3 

priority, trademarks and 17–18 
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rights (cont.)
related 39–41
rental 20, 35, 36 
see also IPR

Rome Convention (1961) 39
Rules

Detailed, Implementing the Patent 
Law 13, 14

IPR, new 123–4 
ministerial, technology import 

contract and 7, 185
see also legislation

SAIC (State Administration for Industry
and Commerce)  

administrative enforcement system 
and 87, 89, 98, 102 

enforcement and 107, 109, 114 
know-how protection and 154–5, 

158–9, 160, 170–71   
TRIPS compliance and 19
see also AIC

sales
parallel imports and, limitation on, 

technology import contract 
190–91 1

Shanghai People’s Congress 173
Shoukang, Guo 2–3 
Shulman, Seth 195
signs

trademarks, as, prohibition on certain 
18–19 

SIPO (State Intellectual Property Office)
87, 108

social factors
administrative enforcement system 

strength 95–6
South Africa

traditional knowledge protection and 
181–2 

see also Africa
State Administration of Building

Materials 173, 174
State Forestry Administration 25
State Security and Technology

Commission 172–4 
strategy
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